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Field Rifle,
3-Positional,

Scoped Air Rifle and
NRA Any Sight

Participation in SSAA Field Rifle,
3-Positional, Scoped Air Rifle and NRA
Any Sight events improve the hunter’s
marksmanship under rifle range conditions and shows them the capabilities
and limitations of their equipment.
Introduction can be through Air Rifle or
Rimfire matches, moving on to the more
demanding 3-Positional matches up to
the higher powered Centrefire events.

Field Rifle

This is a Rimfire and Centrefire rifle shoot
designed around the four most used field
shooting positions shot over 25, 50, 100 and
200m distances. Centrefire field rifles may be
of any calibre and weigh no more than 5.5kg
including accessories. Rimfire field rifles must
be .22LR and no more than 4.6kg. Rapid Fire
is four bursts of three shots, each burst is 15
seconds. Standing Unsupported, Standing Post
Rest and Sitting/Kneeling Post Rest are 10
rounds shot slow-fire.

3-Positional

Scoped 3-Positional is a precision match
which is more target orientated and testing
of the shooter’s ability. The event is a slowfire event, with Prone, Standing and Sitting/
Kneeling positions required. The course of fire
is 20 shots in 20 or 30 minutes, with Rimfire
at 50m and Centrefire at 100m.

Scoped Air Rifle

Scoped Air Rifle provides training and development for national and international rifle
competitions, with air rifles inherently accurate over 10m. Any air rifle in .177" (4.5mm)
calibre can be used, including compressed air,
carbon dioxide or spring. The 10m Scoped Air
Rifle match is 40 shots fired from the Standing
Unsupported position. The 3-Positional Scoped
Air Rifle is shot at 10m, with 20 shots in 30
minutes from each position.

NRA 3 Position Any Sight

Any rifle in the .22 Long Rifle calibre and any
sight, telescopic or aperture is allowed. The
course of fire is two stages of 20 shots in
each position (prone, standing and kneeling)
at 50m/yards. SSAA sends a team to events in
the US and New Zealand.

